Multiple data views

Compare your community with others. Participating communities have their own dashboard page that can provide community specific context, link to their full STAR rating and give the communities an opportunity to share their personal voice.

**Transportation**

- Drive
- Carpool
- Public Transit
- Walk
- Bike
- Home

**Individual View of Your City**

![Graph showing transportation modes for individual city]

**Comparison View of Community A and Community B**

![Graph comparing transportation modes between two communities]

**Aggregate/Average View of All Communities**

![Pie chart showing transportation modes for all communities]

For more information go to: www.STARcommunities.org/indicators

LEADING STAR COMMUNITY INDICATORS

USDN | urban sustainability directors network

Benchmark community performance and compare progress with others across the country
These twenty-one indicators align with the STAR Community Rating System’s seven goal areas.

Leading Indicators

The Leading STAR Community Indicators include twenty-one metrics based on the proven STAR Community Rating System. Developed in partnership with the Urban Sustainability Directors Network (USDN), the Leading Indicators are organized into an online platform where U.S. cities and counties can annually report key sustainability metrics. Communities of all sizes and experience can then use the Leading Indicators to benchmark annual performance and compare progress with other participating communities.

Proven Metrics. The Leading Indicators were selected in collaboration with local government staff from across the nation.

Measuring Success. The Leading Indicators provide accessible metrics that foster a strong local economy, vibrant community and a healthy environment.